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Chapter 31: The Li Family’s Bankruptcy 

 

“Master Huo, at noon, a group of people surrounded and attacked Ms. Mo and her 
friends.” Mo Qi quickly informed Huo Xuan after returning from Jingyang High School. 

“Has it been resolved?” Huo Xuan had all along arranged for people to protect Mo Zhu, 
but to prevent Mo Zhu from finding out, these people would only appear when she was 
in danger. 

“We, we didn’t even have time to appear before those people were taken care of by Ms. 
Mo.” Mo Qi had been following Huo Xuan for a long time, but he had never taken on a 
mission of this kind. He had been sent to follow a young lady and be responsible for her 
safety. 

Although he later found out that Ms. Mo was Young Master Huo’s fiancée, he didn’t 
think that there was any girl in Cloud City who was worthy of his Master Huo. 

However, after seeing Ms. Mo fight today, he started to doubt his life. Why did Master 
Huo send him to protect someone he couldn’t even defeat? 

A glint flashed across Huo Xuan’s eyes. “She’s very skilled?” Although it was a 
question, the man’s tone was firm. 

“I’ve never seen Ms. Mo’s moves before, but every move was fatal and her speed was 
astonishing. Those people couldn’t even get close to her,” Mo Qi said seriously. 
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When Huo Xuan saw Mo Zhu’s actions in the ward, he knew that Mo Zhu had pretty 
decent skills. However, after hearing Mo Qi’s words, he could not help but chuckle. 

The light in his eyes was too dazzling. How many surprises did she have for him? 

Mo Qi was stunned when he saw Huo Xuan smile. 

“Have you checked?” 



“The Li Family’s daughter, Li Lu.” 

“Let her know that there is a price to pay for hurting someone.” Huo Xuan’s tone was 
very calm, but Mo Qi could still hear that his Master Huo was enraged. 

“Yes.” As for the price that Master Huo mentioned, one could only wait and see. 

That day, the master of the Li family received two phone calls. His face was ashen as 
he fell to the ground. “It’s over, it’s all over.” 

“Hubby, what’s wrong?” Xu Qing asked concernedly. 

“You, you, the good daughter you raised! The Li family has been harmed terribly!” 

Li Xun slapped Xu Qing and she fell onto the ground. He had used all his strength in 
that slap. 

Xu Qing groaned in pain after being slapped. “Hubby, what are you doing!” 

“What did I do wrong? Isn’t Lulu your daughter too? How could our big family be gone? 
Are you muddle-headed?” Xu Qing looked at Li Xun with disbelief and anger. 

It was only when she saw many people entering her house suddenly that she realized 
that her family business had been declared bankrupt and had all been acquired. 

Li Xun walked out of the house in a daze. The Li family was destroyed in his hands. He 
had let down his ancestors and everyone in the Li family. 
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It was all his fault for his lack of discipline on his daughter. He did not notice that his 
daughter, Li Lu, was spoiled by her mother to such a state that her mother allowed her 
to do anything she wanted. Now that he had offended someone he could not afford to 
offend, he was guilty, he was so guilty! 
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What was the identity of that girl? He recalled the contents of the phone call just now. 
There were two forces involved, one in front and one behind. The Li family was easily 
finished by them. 

How could his daughter provoke such a terrifying person? Forget it. All these years, 
because of his family’s power, he had warded off so much trouble for his daughter. 
Now, it was retribution. 



Mo Qi received a call. The Huo family’s involvement in the Li family’s business had 
made them bankrupt. 

He sneered. Li Xun should be glad that Ms. Mo wasn’t injured. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be 
as simple as destroying the Li family. Everyone in the Li family would lose their lives. 

He recalled Mo Jiu telling him that Master Huo’s illness was controlled by Ms. Mo. Now, 
the only emotions he had towards this girl was respect. Indeed, how could the person 
Master Huo fancied be lousy? 

When Meng Ran followed Mo Zhu into the canteen, her mind was blank. “Sister Mo, 
who exactly are you?” 

“Erm… a normal person.” 
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Meng Ran was speechless. How could someone who could make Jiang Xun listen to 
her be an ordinary person? But no matter who Mo Zhu was, she was her friend, a friend 
she was willing to protect. 

“Let’s go eat!” 

On Li Lu’s end, she received a call telling her that her family had gone bankrupt. Not 
long later, the news of the Li family going bankrupt had spread throughout Jingyang 
High School. 

Those who had been bullied by her cried tears of joy. The bad person had finally 
received the punishment she deserved! 

At this moment, there was also another piece of news that spread like wildfire. The Li 
family had fallen because they had provoked Mo Zhu from Class Eight. Mo Zhu had 
once again become an influential figure in the school and received the admiration of 
many people.. Some people began to start guessing Mo Zhu’s identity. 

Chapter 32: Elder Sister 

 

In Class One, Fang Ran had also heard the news. Her face darkened. Young Master 
Huo had actually done so much for Mo Zhu. What right did she have to enjoy this? All of 
this should have been hers. She was just a wild girl from the countryside. What right did 
she have! 
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It was Xu Qi’s first time seeing Fang Ran like this, so she was a little scared. “Ran Ran, 
what’s wrong?” 
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When Fang Ran heard her voice, she came back to her senses and her face was still as 
sweet as ever. Xu Qi felt that she had seen her expression wrongly just now. How could 
Fang Ran have such a terrifying expression? 

“I’m a little worried about my sister. She’s acting so stubborn now that she has hooked 
up with the Huo family. I’m worried about how she’ll end up if she was despised by 
Young Master Huo in the future.” Fang Ran looked worried. 

“Are you saying that Mo Zhu begged Young Master Huo to deal with the Li family?” Xu 
Qi suddenly asked. Everyone in Class One heard her. 

“Mo Zhu managed to get close to the Huo Family?” 

“I also heard that Young Master Huo is engaged. I didn’t expect Young Master Huo’s 
fiancée to be in our school.” 

“Who exactly is Mo Zhu to be able to marry Young Master Huo? Why haven’t I heard of 
the Mo Family before?” The family of the person who spoke was one of the top families 
in Cloud City. He tried his best to think of the list of influential people in Cloud City. 

“She’s my elder sister.” The people in Class One were surprised to hear Fang Ran say 
this. They all looked at her. 

“My elder sister grew up in the countryside and my mother feels guilty towards her. 
Thus, she brought her to Cloud City to get engaged to Young Master Huo some time 
ago. I didn’t expect that after my sister had gotten engaged to Young Master Huo, she 
refused to acknowledge my mother and I. She also didn’t want to live in the Fang 
family’s house and moved to the Huo family.” 

“I know that my sister hates my mother and I. I’m fine if she does anything to me, but 
she actually did such a thing. Although my sister has Young Master Huo backing her up 
now, I’m worried what will happen to her if Young Master Huo despises her in the 
future,” Fang Ran said with tears in her eyes. 

The students in Class One instantly entered an uproar. Some of the boys who used to 
like Mo Zhu and the girls who were jealous of Mo Zhu started mocking her. 

“Mo Zhu is actually Ran Ran’s elder sister!” 
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“I didn’t expect Mo Zhu to be such a person. Ran Ran, don’t be sad. It’s not worth it!” 
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“Mo Zhu had begged Young Master Huo to destroy the Li family’s business. She looks 
so high and mighty, but she had used her looks to seduce Young Master Huo. With 
Young Master Huo’s status, he would’ve seen so many women. She will be abandoned 
sooner or later.” 

“But Li Lu didn’t do anything to her. I heard that they had already punished her for the 
incident on the forum, so why did she want to kill the Li Family?” 
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“Her heart and thoughts are probably twisted. She was abandoned by her mother when 
she was young and had led a tough life in the countryside. Now that she’s with Young 
Master Huo, she can finally hold her head high.” 

“Oh, so she has hooked up with Young Master Huo. I was wondering how she had 
managed to enter Jingyang High School with her bad results.” The person who spoke 
was Ji Shu, the daughter of the Ji family of Cloud City. The Ji family was well-connected 
in both the government and the triads. The Fang family could not compare to the Ji 
family but Fang Ran had a good relationship with her. 

Ji Shu and Fang Ran were originally the school belles of Jingyang High School, but Mo 
Zhu was immediately conferred the title of the school belle the moment she arrived and 
she had stolen their limelight. She had long harbored a grudge against Mo Zhu. How 
could a country bumpkin be worthy of it! 

However, there were also quite a few people who had been bullied by Li Lu who spoke 
up for Mo Zhu. Most of their families didn’t have much power and their abilities were too 
weak. Their voices were quickly suppressed. 

There were also many boys who were unwilling to give up on their goddess Mo Zhu, but 
one guy clenched his fists tightly. 

In Class Eight 
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“Sister Mo, someone’s looking for you,” Zhang Qi shouted from outside. 

When Mo Zhu heard this, she walked out slowly. 



“You went to the Huo family?” Lin Xiao stood outside the door, a rare nervousness on 
his usually cold face. 

“Yes.” Mo Zhu replied lazily, then said, “You don’t have to worry about this.” 

“Oh yes, wait a moment.” The students of class eight saw Mo Zhu slowly return to her 
seat and took out a thick set of test papers. 

“Take it back and complete it. I’ll check it regularly.” The young man’s face was stiff as 
he left. 

When Class Eight saw this, they were speechless. She was giving someone exam 
papers? 

“Isn’t this Lin Xiao from Class One? How does he know Sister Mo?” After Lin Xiao left, 
Zhang Qi and the others looked at Mo Zhu curiously. 

“Oh, him. He’s my younger brother.” 

“Lin Xiao is actually Sister Mo’s younger brother? Sister Mo’s younger brother is also 
our younger brother. I will protect him from now on.” 

“Sister Mo, you actually gave your brother test papers to complete. That’s so torturous 
for your brother!” 

When Mo Zhu heard this, she looked up. “Oh, that, all of you have a share too.” 

She carried out two piles of exam papers from beside her feet. Meng Ran took them 
and distributed them to everyone in Class Eight. Zhang Qi and the rest were 
dumbfounded, and everyone started to wail in pain.. However, when they saw that Jiang 
Xun obediently took the papers and started to complete them, they stopped talking. 

 


